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Abstract – The integration of electronic components on
miniaturised systems has become challenging as the generated
power can hardly be dissipated. A new approach is being
investigated to use micro heat pipes (MHPs) directly over the
printed circuit boards (PCBs) for high heat dissipation. The
MHPs will be manufactured by direct-write assembly, an
approach compatible with electronic fabrications processes. This
approach consists of the extrusion of a fugitive organic ink
through a micronozzle under constant pressure combined with a
layer-by-layer robotic deposition on a substrate. The deposited
pattern is then removed after infiltration and curing of a polymer
matrix. A high velocity and accurate robotic platform with four
degrees of freedom combined to a scanning system allowed the
deposition of two-dimensional and three-dimensional (2D/3D)
microchannel networks over PCBs with complex surface
topography. Depending on the deposition pattern, the writing
process was precisely achieved at speeds ranging from 40 to
100mm/s. This platform will eventually be used for the
fabrication and integration of MHP networks directly on
microelectronic devices for efficient thermal coupling with the
heat source. The developed high-performance deposition platform
shows promises for the mass production of efficient and compact
thermal mechanisms for the electronic industry.
Index Terms – Directed assembly, direct-write, robotic,
deposition platform, micro heat pipe.

I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal management of electronic devices has become a
major constraint in their development. Increasing the
resolution in CMOS microfabrication will lead to a higher heat
density for which conventional cooling mechanisms are not
appropriate. This issue is not only problematic for the standard
electronic industries [1] but also for miniaturized robots under
development [2] and for the aerospace field [3] where the
compactness of devices is essential. MHP is a promising
technology for heat dissipation due to its possible integration
in small and portable electronic systems.
A MHP is a sealed and vacuumed microchannel filled
with a working fluid (Fig. 1). The heat provided at one end of
the channel (evaporator) causes the evaporation and movement
of the vapor to a cooler zone (condenser) where it condenses
back to a liquid phase. The fluid uses capillary forces, due to
the surface roughness or sharp geometry angles, to return to
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the evaporator section in a closed-loop fashion. The
temperature inside of the MHP is almost isothermal since the
fluid is in a saturated state.

Fig. 1 Micro heat pipe principle.

It was demonstrated that MHPs can be used to provide
high thermal conductivity while being very compact [4-10].
The microchannels used in the MHP prototypes are generally
fabricated using two materials: copper [9-11] and silicon [4-8].
For the copper micromachining, the high thermal conductivity
of that material facilitates the spreading of the heat to the
microchannels. A two layers MHP copper system has
previously been used as an efficient heat spreader [10].
However, the thermal coupling of this kind of device with
electronic components cannot be made without the use of high
thermal resistive pastes. On the other hand, silicon lithography
or micromachining is the most used method for the fabrication
of MHP. This technology is well known and the fabrication of
channels of 10 to 400µm is simple. Microchannels with cross
sections of various geometries were obtained by etching,
photolithography and depositions [4-8]. Nevertheless, silicon
MHP prototypes are difficult to integrate over or under
hundred of millions of transistors and the CMOS compatibility
is limited [12]. The development of three-dimensional MHP
networks is necessary since the number and density of
channels drastically improve the heat transfer efficiency [6].
However, the two previous fabrication methods are not
appropriate for 3D fabrication due to several layer bonding
and machining limitations. In this paper, we present a highperformance direct-write assembly platform used to build 2D
and 3D microchannels networks. Directed assembly
microfabrication technique is known to be a slow and linear
process not convenient for industrial mass production.
Therefore, we have assembled and programmed a robotic

platform that enables the high velocity and accuracy
deposition of a fugitive ink directly over the electronic
packages or populated PCBs for the creation of microchannels
networks, which will eventually be used as MHPs.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION
Robotic deposition of ink allows the freeform fabrication
structures of various shapes and dimensions such as periodic
structure [13] for ceramics, tissue-engineering applications or
for fluid micromixing [14]. The fabrication process begins
with the deposition of a fugitive organic ink [15] on a substrate
(Fig. 2a). The ink is a mixture of microcrystalline wax and
petroleum jelly (20wt% and 80wt%, respectively). The ink,
stored in a syringe, is extruded through a cylindrical
micronozzle (diameter 100-250 µm) under constant pressure.
A robotic platform moves the surface and the micronozzle in a
predefined path at constant velocity. The viscoelastic
properties of the ink are adjusted in order to achieve a selfsupporting 3D networks (Fig. 2b) and the extrusion under
moderate pressures. A low viscosity resin (mix 2.5:1, Epon828 and Epi-Cure 3274) is used to infiltrate and encapsulate
the deposited ink structure (Fig. 2c) under ambient conditions.

a)

empty microchannel network (Fig. 2d). To complete the
implementation of the MHPs, the network is filled with a
precise volume of working fluid under high vacuum and the
opening is sealed with an epoxy.
III. DEPOSITION PLATFORM
A. Displacement Stage
A four-axis displacement robot has been assembled for the
direct-write fabrication of 3D microchannels on complex
topographies (Fig. 3). This platform was designed according to
the specific needs of electronic manufacturers in order to
facilitate a potential technology transfer.
The platform axes of motion are split into two groups with
X and Y mounted on a granite base, and the Z and θ axes
mounted on a granite bridge. This configuration was chosen to
minimize the system inertia for high-velocity deposition. The
horizontal axes X and Y (ALS25000, Aerotech) are stages
driven by linear servo motors on mechanical bearings, which
are designed to reach a maximum linear acceleration of 30
m/s2 with a repeatability of ±0.5µm. Controllers with a firewire
(IEEE-1394) interface (NLDRIVE10-80, Aerotech) provide a
direct current for tight contour movements at high speed. The
vertical axis Z (ALS130, Aerotech) is also a stage driven by a
linear motor and offers a repeatability of ±0.1 µm and a
maximum linear acceleration of 10 m/s2. The rotation degree
of freedom θ is provided by a rotary stage (ADRS100,
Aerotech) installed under the Z axis. The θ axis can rotate up
to 1500 rpm with a repeatability of 14.6 µrad. The Z and θ
axes are driven from dedicated controllers (NDRIVE20,
Aerotech) using pulse width modulation.
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the fabrication process for 3D
microchannel networks by direct-write assembly: a) deposition
of the ink through micronozzle; b) layer-by-layer ink
deposition; c) epoxy infiltration of network; d) epoxy
solidification and removal of fugitive ink.

For high-density 3D network configurations, the polymer
infiltration has to be performed under vacuum to avoid air
entrapment in the ink network. Following the polymerization,
the system is heated at a moderate temperature (~75ºC) and
the melted ink is evacuated through an opening under a light
vacuum and washed out with hot water in order to obtain the
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Fig. 3 Four degrees of freedom platform assembled and developed for high
velocity writing on complex surfaces.

In the present implementation, the controllers memory
cannot store the coordinates of a entire writing process due to
the high sampling rate needed on the calculated trajectory for a
precise coupling (100µm). Therefore, the control is performed
in a closed loop using a personal computer. A hard real-time

(i.e., response time in the microsecond range) system is used
to communicate with the controllers through the firewire port.
B. Scanning System
The relative position of the nozzle tip to the substrate is a
critical parameter for successful deposition. For a nozzle with
an inner diameter of 100µm, the tip must be located at a
distance of 85µm over the deposition surface. This important
deposition parameter prohibits the use of the PCB Gerber files
for the surface modeling because of the electronic packages
size’s gaps. Therefore, a single-point laser displacement sensor
(LK-G82, Keyence) and a controller (LK-GD500, Keyence)
are integrated to the stage to acquire surface topology. The
offset is determined from the end of the needle to the laser
spot on the three coordinates (X, Y and Z). The scan is
performed following the routing of the needle during the
writing process (Fig. 4). This sensor has a reading interval of
30mm, a resolution of 0.2µm and an acquisition rate of 50
kHz. The technology used by the laser system is a CCD lens
combined with a triangulation algorithm. Since this sensor can
be used in diffused and specular configurations, the
measurements can be taken on opaque, transparent and
translucent surfaces of any colors. To avoid any unnecessary
latency time, the laser controller supply the reading to the
stage controller through an analog output. This measure is
combined to the horizontal coordinates provided by the
feedback from the stage’s non-contact linear encoders. A strip
chart is programmed on one of the stage’s controller to acquire
the needed coordinates every cycle. This cycle is calculated
considering the speed of the stages and the desired resolution
which was set ~100µm.
Each coordinates is stored as 8 bytes and the strip chart is
conceived to store them by pairs. For the X, Y and analog
coordinates, we require 4 memory blocks. Since that memory
is limited to 256KB, the system can only store 8000 points.
Hence, the acquisitions and the stages are stopped for less than
a second every 8000 samples to download the acquired
coordinates to the PC.

Fig. 4 Graphical representation (right) of the acquisition of a populated
printed circuit board section (left) using the laser system.

C. Extrusion System
An air supply controller (Ultra 2400, EFD) is used to set
and maintain the extrusion pressure of the fugitive organic ink.
The pressure is adjusted according to the viscosity, the nozzle
inner size and the speed of the substrate for a uniform
deposition. This pressure is applied to a multiplying

mechanical pressure valve (HP7x, EFD) in order to reach the
necessary extrusion pressure (maximum of 4800 kPa). The air
supply controller is connected to the parallel port of the
computer to synchronize the displacement and the dispensing.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Scanning Performance
The minimum sampling time is limited to 1 millisecond by
the controller’s hardware during the surface acquisition.
Consequently, the maximum theoretical acquisition speed to
keep a 100µm resolution is 100mm/s. This scanning rate is
possible for homogeneous PCB’s surfaces. In that case, the
intensity of the laser is adjusted for a better reflection on those
surfaces and minimal calculation time. On PCBs with
heterogeneous surface (i.e. combination of opaque, translucent
and mirror materials), a longer time is required for calculation
and averaging of distances. This causes latencies and wrong
modeling of the topologies. For the purpose of these
experiments, the scanning speed was successfully done at a
speed of 20mm/s to lay emphasis on the writing process.
B. Deposition Results
Considering the deposition pattern, nozzle diameter and
ink viscosity, the process of direct writing is usually
accomplished at speeds ranging between 1 to 20mm/s. This
robotic platform has previously been used to write 2D and 3D
microchannels on even surfaces at speeds of 100mm/s and
88mm/s, respectively [16]. The writing of microchannels over
irregular surfaces is much more difficult because of the high
sampling (100µm) needed to follow the contours of the PCBs.
The velocity vector among all axes must stay stable during the
deposition since the applied pressure is constant. The writing
process has been achieved at a maximum speed of ~40mm/s
with a good quality. This limitation is due to the controller’s
queue, which ensures a continuous motion of the stage. Over
40mm/s, the execution of the motion given by the coordinates
is faster than the transmission of the new points. This memory
limitation causes a few milliseconds break and the
discontinuity of the diameter of the channels between
movements.
A 2D pattern has been realized over a populated PCB
(Fig. 5). This pattern consists of an ink filament of 250µm of
diameter with an inter-rod distance of 1mm going over a
~2mm thick electronic chip on a circuit board. The ink used
allowed the deposited filament to match the substrate
geometry, even on a 90° sharp corner (Fig. 5a).

a)

b)

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional ink deposition of a filament (diameter = 250µm) over
a populated PCB: a) sharp corner; b) incline surface.

C. Three-dimensional microfluidic networks
A 3D scaffold microstructure of two layers has been
fabricated (Fig. 6) over a ~2mm thick electronic chip. The
diameter of the channels is 200µm and the inter-rod separation
is 1mm. The structure has been embedded in a clear epoxy and
the fugitive ink was removed and cleaned using hot water and
a light vacuum. Then, the channel network has been vacuumed
and completely filled with a fluorescent fluid using only one
opening.

increased of the 3D writing speed of this platform (maximum
of ~88mm/s). The scanning process is also under revision for a
better efficiency. However, the primary results demonstrate the
potential of this platform for the mass production of electronic
cooling devices.
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